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A warm welcome
Thank you for your interest in the Sixth
Form at Denefield. Attending the Sixth
Form is the pinnacle of achievement
at Denefield. Our aim is to ensure that
the young people in our Sixth Form
leave Denefield with the qualifications
Mr Towill, Headteacher

and character necessary to achieve
Success for Life. This means leading a

happy and fulfilling life based around academic success, economic
independence, strong relationships, contribution to their
communities and environment, and positive mental and
physical health. Consequently, our Sixth Form is a place
of rigour, excitement and opportunity.

www.denefield.org.uk

We offer a very wide range of both
academic and vocational courses, taught
by expert teachers. Our lessons are
ambitious, knowledge-rich and engaging.
We provide excellent pastoral support,
led by understanding and sensitive Sixth
Form tutors.

As a result of their excellent Sixth Form
education, many Denefield students
progress to study a course they love at a

We have an active programme of
personal development, designed to give
students the social, emotional and

If you are keen to achieve Success for Life,
in a positive, supportive environment,
then please read on.

competitive university, including Russell
Group universities and Oxbridge. Others
move on from Denefield to pursue their
chosen career or start an apprenticeship.

learning skills they need to be successful.
We also have expert leadership in the
Sixth Form, both from staff – Mr
Binnington (Head of Sixth Form), Mr
Peacock (Deputy Head of Sixth Form),
and Mrs Levey (Post 16 Student
Manager), and from the Sixth Form
Leadership Team – Amélie Roumignac
(Head Girl), Sam Hudspith (Head Boy),
Elise Brunsden and Hana Chaudhary
(Deputy Head Girls) and Alfie Cook
(Deputy Head Boy).
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Welcome from our student leaders
I am delighted to welcome you to Denefield Sixth Form
which is an inspiring learning environment.
Mr Binnington,
Assistant Head
Head of Sixth Form

We have high standards of student
conduct, and our students behave
excellently both in and out of lessons.
We have a strong culture of engagement,
encouragement, and effort.
It is our belief that students should be
treated with the dignity of adults and
Denefield Sixth Form is founded upon
respectful relationships; students can
expect to build strong bonds with their
peers and members of staff alike. The
typical Denefield Sixth Form student is
conscientious and ambitious.
Students are dedicated to their studies,
both in timetabled lessons and in
independent study sessions. Lessons
are taught by subject specialists who
are passionate about sharing their
knowledge and expertise.

Students are supported through their
studies by staff who care personally and
are ambitious about each student’s
future. Staff provide a safe but
challenging environment for students
to learn in, ensuring that there is suitable
independent work, extension tasks and
wider-reading available to supplement
the content covered in lessons. We offer
an inclusive curriculum that enables
students to choose both traditional
A Level courses and vocational BTEC
courses at Level 3.

I chose Denefield Sixth Form for three simple reasons. I
had already established strong relationships with staff and
my peers, the Sixth Form offered the subjects I wanted to
study, and I felt that, due to these two things, I had the best
chance of succeeding in my A Levels and therefore attending
my university of choice. Sixth Form has obvious structural
differences to life in lower school.
At Denefield, you can choose three or four subjects from
a range of A Level or BTEC qualifications, of which you
will have eight hours of lessons a fortnight. Yet it isn’t the
structural side of Denefield Sixth Form that makes it what
it is. Both academically and pastorally, extensive support
is provided to students from a range of teaching and nonteaching staff. From your post-18 options (with specialist
support provided to Oxbridge and Russell Group university
applicants) to day-to-day life (both in and out of school),
Denefield Sixth Form is a place where students can succeed
in their studies and enjoy doing it. With added opportunities
to run for Student Leadership positions as well as extracurricular opportunities in the form of sports, the arts,
and more, Denefield Sixth Form caters for all tastes and
interests.
Each experience of Sixth Form at Denefield will be different
because a Denefield experience is what you make it. I’m
confident that, if Denefield Sixth Form is your post-16 choice,
you’ll be making a good one.
Sam Hudspith, Head Boy

Having started at Denefield in Year 7 and currently in my
final year as a Year 13 student, it’s clear that I wouldn’t
be the person I am today without Denefield. Staying at
Denefield for Sixth Form was a relatively simple decision
for me. With access to facilities such as the common
room, the independent study room, the library, and an
exclusive seating area in the canteen, opportunities to
study effectively are accessible and wide-ranging. Both
the academic and pastoral support available to students
extends from the lower school into the Sixth Form – we’re
very lucky to have a strong Sixth Form Leadership Team
here at Denefield including a Student Manager, a Head and
Deputy Head of Sixth Form, Sixth Form tutors and Bilbo the
therapy dog.
The tutor programme in the Sixth Form is not too dissimilar
to the one in lower school. Tutor groups consist of between
20-25 Year 12 and 13 students and a Sixth Form tutor, who is
there to provide daily support and guidance to the students
in their tutor group. This is an essential framework of the
Sixth Form and benefits all students through structured
sessions. All students will receive access to guidance when
deciding upon their post-18 options, whether that be
applying to university, an apprenticeship or heading straight
into employment. The staff and teaching at Denefield
provide students with not only the qualifications, but also
the correct mind-set and CHARACTER values that will ensure
Success for Life, whatever pathway they choose to take once
they leave the school.
Amélie Roumignac, Head Girl
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A school-based Sixth Form

Destinations-focussed
We are very much a destinationsfocussed institution. Students get a
weekly opportunity to explore their
futures and potential careers in more
detail; we use a platform called Unifrog to
support students with apprenticeships,
employment, and university applications.

We benefit hugely from being a school-based Sixth
Form; students are fully integrated into the lower school,
and there are many opportunities for students to take
leadership roles.
All our academic qualifications are taught
by subject specialists, whose expertise
and guidance are crucial in ensuring
students’ success in their A Level and
BTEC qualifications. At Denefield, we
recognise that what happens in the
classroom is only half of our purpose and
we also provide opportunities for
personal development through our
Success for Life programme. It is our
belief that Qualifications + CHARACTER =
Success for Life. Community service is an
important part of our extra-curricular
offer and students relish the opportunity
to be involved in the wider community.
The variety of leadership opportunities
students are exposed to enables them to
strengthen applications for employment,
apprenticeships, and university courses.
Although students have greater
independence as they move into post-16
education, we benefit from the
structured support that having a school
base can afford. Students are expected

Welcome

to attend all lessons, timetabled
independent study sessions, community
service and tutorial sessions. The
rationale behind this is the belief that a
focused working day allows students to
live rich and varied lives in their own time.
Through our unique tutor programme,
and in assemblies, students gain access
to impartial careers advice, learn more
about current affairs and develop their
CHARACTER.
For more information on our offer,
please contact Mr Binnington,
Assistant Head – Director of KS5,
via abn@denefield.org.uk

Most of our students go to university
after Sixth Form. Students get dedicated
support from their tutors and the Sixth
Form Leadership Team. They are guided
through each part of the process and
supported in preparing personal
statements and preparing for interviews.

We have a Russell Group that is directed
by Mr Peacock, where students are
guided through the application
procedure to the top higher education
institutions in the country.

Russell Group universities. 10% of
our students have confirmed
apprenticeships, including places at
Microsoft and Thales, whilst 19% have
taken up employment.

The number of students applying for
apprenticeships has increased in the past
three years and we provide expert advice
and guidance for this pathway, with a
strong record of successful applications
amongst our student body. This year,
66% of our students have attended
university, with 44% of those students
receiving one or more offers from

For more information on our
destinations programme, please
contact Mr Peacock, Deputy Head
of Sixth Form, via
mpk@denefield.org.uk

What’s next?
Our Open Evening is on Thursday
11 November and the final deadline for
applications is Friday 10 December.

The following pages offer an insight into
the different courses we hope to run for
September 2022. There is a member of
staff highlighted as a contact for each
course; our staff are delighted to discuss
courses in more detail so please do not
hesitate to contact them should you have
any questions.

I hope that what you have read, and what
you see at our Open Evening, encourages
you to apply!

Entrance requirements
Pathway

Subject-based requirement

Average grade across the
top 8 subjects

A level

5

5

Vocational (3 BTECs)

4

4

Blended (1 A level + 2 BTECs, or
2 A levels + 1 BTEC)

5 in an A level subjects
4 in a BTEC subject

4.5

4 A level subjects

7

7
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Biology A Level

Our courses
Art and Design (Fine Art) A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Biology is the study of living organisms and their
interactions. The A Level course is diverse and covers
topics from genetics to ecology. The course will equip
students with a deep understanding of complex scientific
phenomena as well as exploring the implications of such
knowledge on our global community. Studying A Level
Biology will set students up well for a broad range of
academic university courses, such as Medicine, Dentistry,
Biomedical Science, Natural Sciences, and Physiotherapy.
Students will also be well prepared for apprenticeships
and the world of work.

The examination board for Biology is AQA. There are
three written examinations that are completed at the end
of Year 13. Each examination includes a mixture of short
answer and long answer questions, including an essay
question in the final paper.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Binnington via abn@denefield.org.uk

Business Studies A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

A Level Art and Design (Fine Art) is an exciting and wellestablished course which leads to careers in the creative
industries, from architecture to fashion design and
advertising. Students should have an open and creative
mind, a critical eye, and the ability to manage their time
well. Lessons are mainly workshops where students
explore different practical aspects of fine art, which include
oil painting, photography, mixed media, and sculpture.
Students are encouraged to explore their
own ideas and interests and develop individual portfolios
of work

The examination board for Fine Art is AQA. Students
are marked on two practical portfolios of artwork.
There is no theory examination. Component 1 is a project
which the students have developed from their own
interests and ideas (60% of the A Level). Component 2 is
a shorter practical project, where the theme is set by the
examination board (40% of the A Level).

Students who decide to study the A Level Business
course will develop their knowledge of a variety of
different industries along with a wide range of skills and
knowledge of multiple topics that will support in their
future career. The course requires students to be good
at independent learning, numerical understanding, and
analysing key information. Studying Business can lead to
a variety of different careers in several different industries
including retail, customer service, marketing, accounting
and financial management, logistics, operations, human
resources and recruitment, quality assurance, and control
and data analysis.

Students study AQA A Level Business. At the end of Year
13 students will sit three examinations. These consist
of a range of different question types from multiple
choice questions through to extended writing questions.
Students are expected to respond to questions based on a
range of case studies in two of the examination papers.

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Nicholls via nch@denefield.org.uk

Art and Design (Textiles) A Level

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Lamport via lmt@denefield.org.uk

Chemistry A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

A Level Art and Design (Textiles) is an exciting and
enjoyable course which leads to several careers in the
creative and media industries, including fashion design
and marketing, textile design, television, advertising, and
photography. Students should have a creative mind, and a
genuine interest in textiles and fashion. Lessons are mainly
workshops where students explore different practical
aspects of textile design; these include making sessions,
researching the work of famous designers, and exploring
the properties of materials through experimental and
trial pieces.

The examination board for Textiles is AQA. Students
are marked on two practical portfolios of artwork.
There is no theory examination. Component 1 is a project
which the students have developed from their own
interests and ideas (60% of the A Level). Component 2 is
a shorter practical project, where the theme is set by the
examination board (40% of the A Level) .

Do you want to learn more about the molecules that life
is built on? Do you want to understand the intricacies
of carbon-based chemistry, or the beauty of crystal
structures? Are you an avid problem solver that enjoys a
challenge? Chemistry A Level offers those that study the
course a wealth of subject-specific knowledge, coupled
with important transferable skills that employers in any
sector will be searching for.

At Denefield we follow the AQA Chemistry A Level
Specification. The examinations are terminal, sat at the
end of the second year, and there are three 2 hour papers
to complete. 25% of the final examinations will examine
knowledge and understanding of practical skills and
analysing and interpreting scientific data.

There is a diverse field of careers both directly linked to
the further study of Chemistry and transferable skills
into many other sectors. The top university courses
studied by students with an A Level in Chemistry include
Biochemistry, Biomedical Sciences, Medicine, Earth
Science, and Chemical Engineering to name a few.

For further information please contact:
Mr Thomas via cts@denefield.org.uk

Our courses

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Simpson via smp@denefield.org.uk

Contact
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Computer Science A Level

English Literature A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Students will need to be really interested in Computer
Science and programming. Computer Science is a practical
subject where students can apply the academic principles
learned in the classroom to real world systems. It is
an intensely creative subject that combines invention
and excitement. Students will need the ability to solve
problems, design systems and understand the power and
limits of human and machine intelligence. We will continue
to program in Python and VB.NET.

There are two terminal papers and a practical component:

A Level English Literature studies how great writing
enables the exploration of many of life’s fundamental
themes: love, loneliness, prejudice, bravery and
perseverance to name but a few. Lessons are mainly
discussion based, responding to prior reading, or skill
based, learning new terminology or improving writing. A
willingness to read and ‘read around’ texts is essential. So,
shake your spear at Shakespeare! Go wild for Oscar Wilde!
Think you’re hard? Try Thomas Hardy! Get lost in Jane
Austen! English Literature A Level is a highly respected
qualification. Students of Literature might go on to study
for university degrees in a range of subjects including:
English, History, Sociology, Psychology, Drama and
Theatre Studies and Law.

Examination board: AQA

Design and Technology Product Design A Level

Film Studies A Level

organisational skills, which are useful in a wide variety
of careers outside of the media.

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Design and Technology is a creative and exciting subject
to study at A Level. Students should have an interest in
all aspects of design, and should possess creative and
practical making skills, as well as the ability to study the
academic aspects of the course. The course would benefit
anyone with career aspirations in design or engineering.
Lessons are divided between the practical and academic
aspects of the course. The course includes mathematics
and science-based activities, as well as the history of
design, and creative practical making workshops. Students
will be expected to undertake research and practical
workshop work outside lessons.

Examination Board: AQA

This course is ideal for students who want to explore how
and why films are made. A Level Film Studies focusses
on the analysis and deconstruction of film over a wide
historical time frame, allowing students to engage with
films from early silent cinema to 1950s Hollywood films
to contemporary and experimental cinema. Students will
work with their peers to understand the set film texts and
to develop a sophisticated contextual understanding of
the world at the time the films were made. Film Studies A
Level can help lead to a very broad range of professions
including production roles within the film, TV and media
industries as well as journalism and photojournalism.
Students will develop a wide range of transferable skills
including analysis, communication, presentation and

• Computing systems (40% – 2 hours and 30 minutes)
• Algorithms and problem solving (40% – 2 hours and
30 minutes)
• The programming project (20%)
Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Yates via rya@denefield.org.uk

Paper 1 Technical principles. Theory examination
30% of the A Level
Paper 2 Designing and making principles. Theory
examination 20% of the A Level
NEA

Practical design and make project. 50% of the
A Level.

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Simpson via smp@denefield.org.uk

Drama and Theatre Studies A Level

Geography A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Drama and Theatre Studies is a dynamic and exciting
A Level. Students will need to be confident working and
performing with others, innovative, creative and open
to learning new practical performance techniques. The
course is 60% practical performance assessment and
40% theory examination assessment. Drama and Theatre
Studies requires students to study, explore and interpret
performance texts to support their practical work.

Examination board: OCR

Geography is a dynamic, engaging subject which combines
both human and physical disciplines and the complex
interactions which shape our world. The course covers
six topics ranging from tectonics and the carbon cycle
to diverse place and superpowers. It also includes an
investigation (NEA). Students will learn up-to-date located
examples, processes and theories as well as industrybased skills. They will learn to collate and use data,
interpret information, and develop their analytical and
evaluative skills. Geography will support the study of the
Science, Social Science and Mathematics as the skills and
content are transferable.

60% practical performance
40% theory paper
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Shaw via shw@denefield.org.uk

Love Through the Ages (3 hour examination)
Texts in shared contexts (2 hours and 30 minutes
examination)
Independent critical study: Texts across Time (NEA)
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Tarrant via stt@denefield.org.uk or
Mr Mundell via jml@denefield.org.uk

Assessment
Examination board: EDUQAS
Component 1 American and British Film (2 hours and 30
minutes examination)
Component 2 Global, documentary, silent and
experimental film (2 hours 30 minutes examination)
NEA: creative application of film skills
Contact
For further information please contact: Mrs Tarrant via
stt@denefield.org.uk, Miss Meyer via nmr@denefield.
org.uk or Mr Neale via jne@denefield.org.uk

further. Some of these include town planner, GIS officer,
flood manager, environmental consultant and data
manager. These jobs could be working for the government,
TNCs or much smaller businesses.
Assessment
We follow the Edexcel A Level, which has three
examination papers that are assessed in the summer
of Year 13. The Non Examined Assessment (NEA) will be
completed in lessons at the start of Year 13. Four days
of fieldwork are required.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr McGiveron via jmn@denefield.org.uk

There are many career options that students will be
equipped for, should they decide to study Geography

Our courses
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History A Level
Introduction and course structure
The A Level History course at Denefield covers British,
European and international history. Students will cover
history around the world, whilst also developing skills that
are highly desirable for university and future careers. The
course is split into four units where students will study
the causes and consequences of events, study sources
and question their usefulness. Students will also read
historians interpretations of events and make their own
judgement on the opinions that they give. These skills are
imperative for life outside of school. Students will become
skilled readers and will be able to synthesise points being
made. There is a pleather of career options that students
will be equipped for in the future after studying History.
Some options include journalist, solicitor,

human resources, archaeologist, charity worker. The list is
exhaustive and the skills gathered from studying History
can be applied to a wide range of careers.

Modern Foreign Languages A Level (French, German or Spanish)
Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Assessment

An exciting programme fit for our multicultural
society, A Level Languages will build upon existing
knowledge and take students on a fascinating journey,
encompassing history, politics, culture, literature, music,
art, architecture, feminism, racism, technology, and film.
An A Level language complements a whole variety of
subjects and languages are beneficial in a huge range of
careers such as doctor, psychologist, physiotherapist,
business professional, banker, entrepreneur, politician,
historian, geographer, interpreter, translator, and holiday
representative. Having a language can increase your
salary by 8% to 20% and gives you a head start on other
potential employees by making you a vital asset
to any company who does, or aspires to do,
international business.

The Modern Foreign Languages A Level examination
board is AQA. There are three examinations: a listening,
reading and translation paper, an essay paper on the
book and the film and an oral examination, which involves
researching a project independently and presenting it
during the examination.

All examinations will be taken at the end of the two year
programme. Students sit three examinations, one each for
three separate units and the fourth part of the course is an
NEA (coursework) unit that will be completed prior to the
examination series.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs O’Donovan via aon@denefield.org.uk

Mathematics A Level

Contact
For further information please contact:
Ms Netton via dnn@denefield.org.uk

Music A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Mathematics is a challenging but highly valued A Level.
Through the study of A Level Mathematics, students will
hone their ability to solve problems, analyse patterns
and structures along with developing their logical skills.
Students will not only study Pure Mathematics, which
builds upon their skills from GCSE, but they will also study
Applied Mathematics. A Level Mathematics will open
doors to careers that may include games design, medicine,
architecture, meteorology.

The examination board for Mathematics is Edexcel and
there are three 2 hour examinations at the end of the
second year; two of these papers are Pure Mathematics
and the third is Mechanics and Statistics. All three papers
allow the use of a calculator.

A Level Music is an exciting and rewarding subject where
students can develop their performing and creative
skills. Students should be able to play an instrument
well, and enjoy performing, both as a solo artist, and
as part of an ensemble. They should also have a keen
interest in all styles of music, from opera to jazz and rock,
and the creative skills to develop and perfect their own
compositions.

Examination board: AQA

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Gibson via dgn@denefield.org.uk

Component 1 Appraising music: listening, analysis,
contextual understanding (40%)
Component 2 Performance: solo and ensemble (35%)
Component 3 Composition: composition to a brief,
free composition (25%)

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Idowu via miu@denefield.org.uk

Further Mathematics A Level

Photography A Level

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Further Mathematics can only be taken alongside A Level
Mathematics. This course gives you a much broader
knowledge and understanding of mathematical principles.
Students taking Further Mathematics overwhelmingly
find it to be enjoyable, stimulating, and empowering.
For a student who enjoys Mathematics, it provides a real
challenge and chance to explore more sophisticated
mathematical concepts. Universities have been known
to adjust entry requirements more favourably towards
students with Further Mathematics.

The examination board for Further Mathematics is
Edexcel and there are four 1 hour and 30 minute
examinations at the end of the second year; two of these
are Pure Mathematics and the other two are Applied
Mathematics. You will be able to choose between decision,
mechanics and statistics options. All four papers allow
the use of a calculator.

A Level Photography is an exciting and well established
course which leads to several careers in the creative and
media industries, including film, television, advertising
and fashion. Students should have an open and creative
mind, a critical eye, and the ability to manage their time
well. Lessons are mainly workshops where students
explore different practical aspects of Photography, which
include digital editing, darkroom work, studio lighting,
mixed media, and analysis of famous images. Students are
encouraged to explore their own ideas and interests and
develop individual portfolios of work.

The examination board for Photography is AQA.
Students are marked on two practical portfolios of
artwork. There is no theory examination. Component 1
is a project which students will have developed from their
own interests and ideas (60% of the A Level). Component 2
is a shorter practical project, where the theme is set by the
examination board (40% of the A Level) .

Our courses

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Gibson via dgn@denefield.org.uk

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Nicholls via nch@denefield.org.uk
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Physical Education A Level
Introduction and course structure
A Level Physical Education develops knowledge,
understanding and skills relevant to physical education.
Students gain an understanding of the scientific and
socio-cultural factors that underpin physical activity and
demonstrate their ability as either a performer or a coach.
This course will prepare learners for the further study of
Physical Education or Sports Science courses as well as
other related subject areas such as Psychology, Sociology
and Biology. Learners will also develop the transferable
skills that are in demand by higher education providers
and employers in all sectors of industry.

Assessment
The examination board for Physical Education is OCR.
There are three examinations worth 70%:
• Physiological factors affecting performance (2 hours)
• Psychological factors affecting performance (1 hour)
• Socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport (1 hour)
The last 30% is made up of non-examination assessment:
• Practical performances worth 15%
• Evaluating and analysing performance for improvement
worth 15%.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Colbourne via jce@denefield.org.uk

Physics A Level
Introduction and course structure
Physics is fascinating and develops skills students can
apply to any area of life. Physics A Level is seen as essential
for more degrees than most other subjects, giving more
degree options. Physics graduates also receive one of
the highest average starting job salaries of all graduates.
Some topics covered include mechanics, nuclear physics
and an option unit where astrophysics could be studied.
Throughout the course students will carry out practical
activities. These practical sessions will give students the
skills and confidence needed to investigate the way things
behave and work. Studying A Level Physics offers an
infinite number of amazing career opportunities. The top
seven degree courses taken by A Level Physics students
are: Mathematics, Physics, Mechanical Engineering,

Computer Science, Civil Engineering, Economics and
Business – leading into a huge array of career paths.
Assessment
There are three examinations at the end of the two year
A Level course, all of which are 2 hours long. At least 15% of
the marks for A Level Physics are based on what was learnt
during practical sessions. The AS has two examinations at
the end of the year. Both are 1 hour 30 minutes long.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Crossley via acy@denefield.org.uk

Psychology A Level

Sociology A Level
Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Ever wondered how we developed into the society we
are today? How the way you see yourself determines
the way people identify you? Whether men or women
are more likely to commit crime? You will learn several
skills, including the use of evidence to support your
arguments, how to investigate facts, and critical thinking.
It is relevant to the society you live in, so you are bound to
enjoy learning about topics that are relevant to everyday
life, such as family, education, beliefs in society and
crime. Sociology opens the door to a fantastic range
of interesting careers, including social work, human
resources, advertising, policing, marketing, journalism,
law and teaching – any career that deals with people!

The Examination board for Sociology A Level is AQA. There
are three 2 hour examinations, each account for one third
of the A Level. The examinations consist of a mixture of
short answer and extended writing questions.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Kelly via kky@denefield.org.uk

WJEC Level 3 Applied Diploma in Criminology
Introduction and course structure

Assessment

An understanding of criminology is relevant to many
job roles within the criminal justice sector, social and
probation work and sociology and psychology. WJEC
Level 3 Applied Diploma in Criminology is a qualification
with elements of psychology, law and sociology that
complements studies in humanities. This is an Applied
General qualification, meaning it is designed primarily to
support learners progressing to university. The course
is equivalent to one A Level, and students receive the
same UCAS points for grades A* – E. The qualification
particularly complements students studying A Levels from
Social Sciences and Humanities.

The WJEC Level 3 Applied Diploma in Criminology is
assessed using a combination of internal and external
assessment.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Kelly via kky@denefield.org.uk

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Applied Science

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Ever wondered if prison really does change criminal
behaviour? Or why some people conform? Or perhaps
if the experiences you had before the age of five really
do shape the person you are today? You will learn
several skills, including analytical thinking, improved
communication and problem solving. You will explore
the power of social influence, memory, attachment,
abnormality, different issues and debates in psychology,
as well as learn about romantic relationships,
schizophrenia and forensic psychology. Psychology
opens the door to a range of careers, including marketing,
business development, accountancy, human resources,
forensic psychology, clinical psychology, sports science,
law, nursing and teaching amongst many other.

The examination board for Psychology A Level is AQA.
There are three 2 hour examinations, each account for one
third of the A Level. The examinations consist of multiple
choice, short-answer, and extended writing questions.

This course brings together knowledge and
understanding with practical and technical skills. This
is carried out by students performing vocational tasks
and developing transferable skills with traditional
study techniques. Along with the more classically based
science disciplines the scientific workplace skills of
communication, teamwork, research and analysis are
covered. The emphasis throughout the course is on
vocational skills and how these interlink with theoretical
science. The course also looks at how these factors are
applied to scientific jobs and scientific issues within
society at a local, national and global scale.

Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Applied Science through Pearson. The course consists
of two external assessments and two units of internal
assessments.

Our courses

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mrs Kelly via kky@denefield.org.uk

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Binnington via abn@denefield.org.uk

Denefield Sixth Form

BTEC Level 3 Extended Certificate in Business Studies

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Sport

Introduction and course structure

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

Students studying this course will explore a wide range
of topics throughout sport. The course is very diverse
in its curriculum and explores issues in sport that are
both factual based as well as contemporary issues,
which means it is ever changing and relevant to the
present issues in sport and leisure. Careers linked to the
BTEC Sport course include PE teacher, sports journalist,
physiotherapist, sports massage and rehabilitation.

Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended
Certificate in Sport through Pearson. The course consists
of two external assessments and two units of internal
assessments.

Students who decide to study the BTEC Level 3 Extended
Certificate in Business Studies course will be developing
both their knowledge of a variety of different industries
and skills that will support them in their future career.
The course requires students to be good at independent
learning, be able to research using a variety of different
sources, possess good timekeeping skills, have a numerical
understanding and be able to analyse key information. The
course consists of four units that are taught over the two
year period. The units that are taught include exploring
business, developing a marketing campaign, personal
and business finance and the recruitment and selection
process. Studying BTEC Business can lead to a variety of
different careers in a variety of different roles including

retail, customer service, marketing, accounting and
financial management, management, human resources,
recruitment, and control and data analysis.
Assessment
Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Business through Pearson. The course consists of
two external assessments and two units of internal
assessments.

Contact
For further information please contact:
Mr Clare via jcr@denefield.org.uk

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Lamport via lmt@denefield.org.uk

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Health
and Social Care

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Travel and Tourism

Introduction and course structure

Assessment

The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Health and Social Care aims to introduce the sector.
It is for students who are interested in learning about
the health and social care sector as part of a balanced
study programme. It is equivalent to one A Level. The
qualification supports access to a range of higher
education courses in the areas of midwifery, nursing, child
psychology and early years teaching,

Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Health and Social Care through Pearson. The course
consists of two external assessments and two units of
internal assessments.

Students who decide to study for the BTEC Level 3
National Extended Certificate in Travel and Tourism will
be developing both their knowledge of the industry and
global destinations, in addition to developing skills that
will support them in future careers. The course requires
students to be good at independent learning, be able to
research using a variety of different sources, have good
timekeeping skills and be able to analyse key information.
The units that are taught include the world of travel and
tourism, global destinations, principles of marketing in
travel and tourism and tourist attractions.

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Colbourne via jce@denefield.org.uk

Introduction and course structure

Studying Travel and Tourism BTEC can lead to a variety of
different careers including becoming a travel agent, air
cabin crew, customer service manager, transport worker,

industry data analyst, event’s organiser,
holiday representative and marketing specialist.
Assessment
Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Travel and Tourism through Pearson. The course
consists of two external assessments and two units of
internal assessments.
Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Lamport via lmt@denefield.org.uk

BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Information Technology
Introduction and course structure

Assessment

This qualification is designed for students who are
interested in an introduction to the study of creating IT
systems to manage and share information, alongside
other fields of study, with a view to progressing to a wide
range of higher education courses, not necessarily in
IT. Examinations are taken in the January of each year.
Students will learn how to use databases and spreadsheets
in much greater depth.

Students study BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate
in Information Technology through Pearson. The course
consists of two external assessments and two units of
internal assessments.

Our courses

Contact
For further information please contact:
Miss Yates via rya@denefield.org.uk
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Notes

Notes
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